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Here's a list of this software's features and benefits: * Generate thousands of keyword-targeted,

theme-related content pages. Content is always fresh and optimized. Auto-Blog Builder is your automatic

website site builder. Build a giant website with 10,000 pages instantly... all real content rather than spam

pages. * Auto-Blog Builder GENERATES new pages every time and adds them to your site! It does not

generate a fixed number of pages that keep getting refreshed. What does this do? It increases your

listings in search engines which translates to increased traffic potential. * Fetch niche blog content by

entering targeted keywords related to your site theme/topic/niche. You can also add RSS xml links

manually. Just make sure you remove links of sites that do not permit you to use their content, ok? *

Multilingual support! This hot feature alone is worth more than the cost Auto-Blog Builder. Auto-build

websites with multilingual content like: Spanish, German, Italian, French, etc. to take advantage of the

growing foreign PPC markets! * Auto-Blog Builder is a standalone software. No add on script or code is

required! No need to use Blogger.com, Word Press, Movable Type or ANY similar stuff in order to be able

to use Auto-Blog Builder. * Encourages More Search Engine Spider Visits and Higher Search Engine

Rankings! Auto-News Builder increases the frequency of search engine spider visits to your website and

improves your search engine ranking. * Fully Optimized Internal Link Structure for quick indexing by

search engine spiders. The aim is to enhance search engine spiders to crawl more of your web pages

within a shorter visiting period of time. * Well Structured Categories for quick searching and optimisation.

Categories are in alphabatical sorted order. Administrator can also change category order as per need. *

Records are Well Arranged in either there orignal publishing date or the date of fetching records. This

dates can be opt when adding XML links. * Previous Posts are arranged in alphabatical order. Post from

archives are also sorted in alphabatical order now. * Increase Your Affiliate Commissions and Google

AdSense Earnings*! Easy ad management system - you can customize the space with AdSense, banner

ads or text ads Complete reference and credit to content sources. Content sources are always quoted

Easy setup! Requires PHP and MySQL. This product include of ready made web site allowing you to

resell this software instatly. Additional items such as graphics, marketing articles, promotional text and
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other items may also included with the package as well.
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